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ABSTRACT

The analysis of a plane wave propagating through a homogeneous
!

plasma region of dimensions large compared to the signal wavelcngth

has shown that the wave attenuation can be related to physical param-

eters of the plasma such as electron density, temperature, and pres-

sure. In this report, the plasma in the combustion chamber of a small

solid propellant rocket motor is used to investigate the feasibility i

of determining the temperature of the plasma by using microwave atten- I

uarten data.

Potassium perchlorate is substituted for some of the ammonium

perchlorate in the propellant to give an electron density that pro-

ducesan easily measurable attenuation. The theoretical results show

that for a known propellant composition and potassium perchlorate

concentration, both the plasma temperature and chamber pressure at

equilibrium ma) be found from one attenuation measurement. Also, for

a known t ;ermodynamic state of the plasma, the electron density may

be found fri, the attenuation data. I

The mechod of microwave analysis is shown to be very useful in 1

the study of transient phenomena in that no transducers are required;

hence, the time rezponse of the measurement is limited only by the

microwave detection circuitry. This technique may be used to study

localized disturbances within the plasma region.

Experimental data are presented to support the theory for an

ammoriium perchlorate-polybutadiene acrylic acid propellant which was

I
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burnei at chamber pressures between 20 and 80 psia corresponding to

a temperature range of 255Q0 K to 2600*K. The data show that temper-

ature changes of lese. than ten degrees can easily be detected by

microwave attenuation measurements wher. the propellant is seeded with

2-10 percent potassium perchlorate. Seed.ng other propellants with

alkali metal compounds is expected to yiel.i comparable results over

the combustion range in tem..erature and pressure of the other propel-

lants.

It
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I I. DESCRIPTION OF THE INVESTIGATION

1.1 Introduction

The difficulty of measuring the temperature of a hot plasma

by conventional probe transducers has indicated the need for another

temperature measuring method. A method that uses microwave tech-

niques to analyze plasma parameters has been developed. 1 This method

has been applied to the analysis of the exhaust plume of a rocket and

yields information about the plasma temperature, pressure, and elec-

tron density from changes in the propagation constants of an incident

electromagnetic wave. The present investigation concerns a modifica-

tion of this method and considers a small, solid propellant rocket

motor in which quartz windows are used to allow passage through the

combustion chamber of a focused microwave signal.

The propellant is seeded with various amounts of potassium

perchlorate to furnish a significant electron density to enhance the

electromagnetic wave interaction. It is assumed that the partially

ionized potassium- is the only source of free electrons, and the temper-

ature of these electrons can be determined from a measurement of the

wave attenuation and a knowledge of the chemical composition of the

propellant.

The theoretical basis for the determination of the plabsa param-

eters; temperature, pressure, and electron density is given in the

1 A. S. Jornes, C. C. Johnson, and R. W. Grow, IEEE Transactions, Nuclear

Science, Vol. NS-11, January 1964, p. 277.
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following section. The experinental apparatus is described in Chapter

I1 and the results and conclusions in Chapter III. It will be seen

that the presented analysis gives instantaneous information about the

FI
plasma and is well adapted to the study of conditions in various re-

I8gions of the chamber.

1.2 Theoretical Basis

The interaction oZ an electromagnetic wave with a high tempera-
ture, multispecies plasma is discussed in this section in terms of the

attenuation of an incident plane wave propagating through the combus-

tion chaber of a solid provellant rocket motor.

The dispersion equation describing the propagation of the wave

through the rlasma region is first derived using Maxwell's equations

and the Langevin force equation. These mathematical relations will

describe the wave attenuation in terms of the frequency of the wave,

the electron density of the plasma, and the electron drift velocity.

The physical parameters of the drift velocity will be shown to give

the mean electron velocity as a function of the species of gas present

and their electron collision cross sections, gas pressure and tempera-

ture, and wave frequency.

In the propellant, potassium perchlorate was substituted for

f some of the ammonium perchlorate. Potassium, having a relatively lo.

ionization potential, furnishes enough Electrons to swap the random

generation of free electrons and produce a measurable attenuation in

the pressure range of 20 .sia to 100 psia. The final form of the at-

j2I



tencstion expression is then given in terms of the wave frequency, the

composition of the gas, electron density, gas density, and -emperature.

1.3 The Dispersion Equation

The mathematical description of an electromagnetic wave propa-

gating through a conducting medium is given by Maxwell's equations, 2

V X - -B (1.2)

where the total electronic current density,. JTT is defined by

T J 05 (1.3)
T e

The velocity, v, in Eq. 1.3 is the average drift velocity of the

.. "1ectrons caused by the Impressed fields and is not the random ther-

mal ielocity.

The scalar wave equation for the electric field Intensity de-

rived from the above relations is

V2 EA = i•p + uc (1.4))I

2 C. C. Johnson, Field =d Wave Elec-trc•a• netics, McGraw-Hill Book Com-

pany, New York, 1966, p. 10.

3
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That Eq. 1.4 is a scalar relation can be assumed from the geometry

of the test &otor and the frequency of the applied signal. The

quartz window apertures of the combustion chamber measured one by

two inches; and since the 22.275 GHz frequency wave, having a free

space wavelength of 0.519 inches, was focused using wave guide horns

and dielectric lenses, the plane wave analysis appears to be well

justified.

A damplng term is used in the Langevin force equation to

account for the energy loss of the electron-particle collislcns. 3 The

force equation is

U • ,+ gv =e/s E (1.5)

which, for a given harmonic time dependence, has a solution of

v-=elm -• (1.6)
g + :l,

For an electric field intensity having a silple one-dimensional

space dependence given by -

-rzE° e (1.7)

the simultaneous solution of the Lawgevin equation, Eq. 1.6, the wave

A3 d' p. 394.
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equation, E~q. 1.4, and Eq. 1.7 for the propagation constant, r, yields

the dispersion equation,

2 2 2 1•w O (1.8)r + k -k0(18
p g + 1W

where k is the propagation constant of free space and k is defined
p

by

k (1.9)
p c

2
The quantity w2 is the plasma frequency squared and is given by

2 L - (1.10)

"m 0

the quantity, pe, is the electron charge density of the medium In

coulombs per unit volume. In the dispersion equation, the complex

quantity P is usually separated such that

r - z + j8 (1.11)

where a is the attenuation constant in nepers per meter and A is the

phase constani in radians per meter.

The parameter g in the 'orce equation has limensions of fre-

quency, and for a simple plasma where g is independent of electron

-5-
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velocity, it reduces to the collision frequency of the electrons.4 The

combustion chamber plasma assumed constitutes a very hot, dense mixture

of gases, and under these conditions, the quantity g may be complex and

unequal to the collision frequency. In order to allow for this possi-

bility, the solution to the force equation may be written as

v = (B - iD) (1.12)

a form used by Moluud. 5 The quantities B and D can be related to the

conductivity of the plasma by noting the expression defining current

density and combining this relatior, with Eq. 1.3, Eq. 1.10, and Eq.

1.12. The current density is

J oE (1.13)

And the use of this equation with the other relatiors yields the medium

conductivity,

2F=uc (B- iD) (1.14)po0

"" M. A. Unan, Introduction to Plama Physics, McGraw-Rill Book Company,
SNew York, 1964, p. 42.

5 P. Molmud, "Langevin Equation and A C Conductivity of Non-Maxwellian
Plasmas," Physical Review, Vol. 114, April 1959, pp. 29-32.
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The modified dispersion equation is then

r2 +k 2 _ jk2 w -o (1.15) j
If the propagation constant r is represented as in Eq. 1.11, the de-

terminental equation of Eq. 1.15 can be separated into real and imag-

inary parts:

1/2

k opw + wD - I + w3(1.16)

k 2

It is seen that a and B are functions of the frequency of the wave.,

the plasma frequency which is related to electron density, Mad the

complex drift velocity terms, B and D.

1.4 Investigation of the Drift Velocity

in order to present the attenuation and phase constants in

terms of the measurable parameters of the system, the functional de-

-7-
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pendence of the drift velocity terms must be investigated. It will

be recalled that the drift velocity introduced in Eq. 1.3 is an aver-

age velocity of all the electrons in the gas and is in the same di-

rection as the electric field. For an electric field in the z-direc-

tion, the average drift velocity of Eq. 1.12 is actually the average

electron velocity in the z-direction. Using Maxwell's lau of the

velocity distribution, the average drif: velocity is written as

JvfdT

o-- (1.18)r
fdr

4 o
0

The function f must satisfy the Boltz-ann equation which is a state-

ment of the conservation of electrons in phase space, 6

ýL bf + (1.19)a OV ý! f if

a a•v 3t (3t, collisions

Margenau has shown that the solution to Eq. 1.19 has as the

first terms of its expan•ion,

Sf =f + a Vz [f cosswt + gl sin Wt (1.20)

I SM. A. Uman, op. cit., p. 36.

-8-
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where fo0 fl, and g, are coefficients of the expansion. 7  Equation

1.18 may then be written as

2ir 2
fJ W f J vz[(fi cos wt+gl sin wt)vz]v 2udv sinO dO d#

#-O 0-0 v,-O
V 2w (1.21)

S=0 0-0 v -0
z

In addition, relat•ons may be developed among fo0 fl, and gl such that

Eq. 1.21 may be expressed in complex form as

3/2 _ 2

___ md AmyT (I ilw 2fff _ v V2+W2A2 n(WT--') e --- os e sine dO d*
- fI.... 1~k2 1.22)

vf Jn .3/2 e vd

where X is the mean free path bemsi•n collisions and n is the electron

density.8 If a change of variable is made such that

7 H. Hargenau, "Conduction and Dispersion of Ionized Gases at High Fre-

quency," Physical Review, Vol. 69, May 1946, pp. 575-585.

8 T bid

-9-



4v
V a (1.23)

and the 0 and * integrations are carried out, Eq. 1.22 becomes

It

Sw -_E f CD 1'f ( /2 v 4 e- Or 2 dv

z -3 ' iW + v (1.24)

where

!a

2k- (1.25)

For so-called Haxvellian gases, in which the potential between

-4
electrons and neutral molecules varies as r , the collision fre-

quency is independent ef 7, allowing immediate integrations of Eq. 1.24;

however, for a mixture of various types of gases, the average colli-

sion frequency is found from the average electron-molecule collision

f cross section given by

I Q (1.26)

avg miQi

where the mt's are the mole fraction averaging factors of each species

of gas present. Since the collision frequency of the electrons and a

particular neutral gas is given by

-10-



Vi PvQ (1.27)

where p is the gas particle density. The average collision frequency

for a given electron velocity is

1avg = pvQ (1.28)

Substitution of Eq. 1.26 £0 Eq. 1.28 gives

"avg Pv m1i 1  (1.29)

The average drift velocity of electrons due to the Incident

microwave signal as given in Eq. 1.24 is now a function of the fre-

quency of the wave, the mole fraction of each gas species, and each

collision cross section:

- eE 32 v4 -. 2 dv (1.30)v - . f tW + Pv ti

To obtain useable expressions for the cross section terms in

the summation in Eq. 1.30, a power series approximation of the colli-

sion cross sections will be used. This approximation is valid for

only a limited range of velocity; however, it is known that the varta-

- 11 -



tion in the combustion gas temperature for pressures between 20 psia

imd 100 psia is only about 50*K out of an equilibrium temperature of

2600"K, indicating that the thermal energy of the electrons actually

changes very little over the entire pressure range conaidered. It

will be shown in Chapter II that the significant co.iLsion species

in the plasma are water, hydrogen chloride, carbon dioxitie, carbon

monoxide, diatomic hydrogen, and diatomic nitrogen. Abundant informa-

tion exists about the dependence of the collision cross section on

electron energy for these substances. 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 Using the fact that the

thermal energy of the plasma electrons is of the order of 0.22 elec-

tron volts and varies only a few percent from that value, rhe follow-

ing expressions -represent good approximations to the collision cross

sections for the given gaseous species:

5.-0 x 108q-0i" 2 (1.31)

1.835 x 10 8

"QHCl 2 (1.32)

9 I. P. Shkarofsky, T. W. Johnson, and M. P. Bachynski, The Particle
K'Netics of Plasnas, Addison-WesleyPublishing Company, Inc.,
Reading, Pennsylvania, 1966, pp. 175-184.

10 H. S. W. Massey and E. H. S. Burhop, Electrcnic and Ionic impact
Phen01wna, Oxford University Press, London, England, 1952, pp.
205-210.

11 S. Altschuler, 'Theory of Low-Energy Electron Scattering by Polar
Molecules," Physical Review, Vol. 107, No. 1, July 1957, pp.
114-117.

-12-



7.16 x 10.-14
Q*co 2  7 (1.33)

QCO 2 2.65 x 10720 + (2.08 x 10-2 5 )v (1.34)

Q _ x 20 + 44 -25L -8.9 xx) (1.35)
"2

(2.70 x 172v (1.36)
2!

where v is the thermal velocity of the plastma electrons. It is seen

that the summation in Eq. 1.29 contains terms of the form

Q r= coast. - cr (1.37)

where the value of r is 2, 1, 0, and -1. Equation 1.30, when written

so that the constants of Eq. 1.37 appear, becomes

CO 2
v- 8w eE [" 1 2 v ey dv (1.38)

o~) o it+ m2 c20 + aCPV+oCpv2 + acpv 3

Making the change of variable such that

13-
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y ,1/2 (1.39)

and substituting Eq. 1.39 and Eq. 1.12 into Eq. 1.38 gives

- 52

BGo 
By5 e-y 2 dXB-iDo 8 +mC/p2y +o 1/2y 2  3 (1.40)

Upon rationalizing the denominator, it is seen that

312 1/2 2 3 -_2

3-'8"/;.J (m 2 c 2 p82 +"÷ cy+mlc°PIR Y +)-lC-lpy )ey e dy (1.41)
8,• (mc2 3'12'y 0

o (0y)2 + 2c p3/2 +alClPOY +aoc0Pe1/2y2 +mC 3N 2

and

26 2

Dwe e.y 2 4Y (1.42)WO2+ c 3/2 +m1/2 y2 +a3 2 (.2

34- (maBY) 2 +(uzc2 p13I "mlClPpy+moloP 1Y2m-eC-lpy3

""ith the determination of B and D as functions of the incident

wave frequency, gas composition, and temperature, the propagation con-

stants of Eq. 1.16 and Eq. 1.17 are determined except for the value of

the plasma frequency. Once the electron density is known for the plasma

-14-



of a given propellant, the ojave attenuation is completely determined

and can be theoretically predicted for a given geometry.

1.5 Investigation of the Electron Density

In this derivation of the propagation constants for the inci-

dent electromagnetic wave, the temperature contained in the expres- I

bions thus far is the temperature of the electrons and was introduced

through the mewan velocity expression, Eq. 1.12. Whe-a the electrons

are In thermal equilibrium with the gas molecules, the temperature in

a and 0 can be equated to the gas tvaperature, which, in turn relates

tc the gas density through the perfect gas law

Np
0 (1.43)

where N is Avogodro'b number, R is the gas constant, and p is the

piessure. The perfect gas law then allows the expression of density

in terms of temperature provided the pressure is known. The equilib-

rium electron density then may be derived from the thermal state of

the gas. It will be assumed that the source of electrons is the seeded

potassium perchlorate and that the mechanisa of free electron produc-

ticn is thermal ionization. There are two ways of considering the pro-

duction of electrons; they are:

1. Assuming that no sinks for electrons exist in the gas.

2. Assuming that chlorine acts as a sink for electrons.



Assumirm No Electron Sinks

I For the simple reaction

Ke + e (1.44)

Saha's equation may be written as

(f - 1~eT 1.45)
lX2 k h T e

where N is the total number density per unit volume of potassium,

X is the fraction of those atoms ionized, k is Boltzmann's constant,

* •h is Plank's constert, a is the electronic mass, e is the electronic

charge, and-I is the ionization potential. 1 2  For a given temperature,

* Ithe number density for electrons per unit volume is simply

n (X (1.46): [ e

and the plasma frequency defined in Eq. 1.10 becomes

2 (ne )eW =- (1.47)
S•p me

p eo

12 S. Altschuler, P. Holmud, and H. Hoe, "The Electromagnetics of the

Rocket Exhaust," Space Technology Laboratory Report, GM TR 0i65-
00397, June 1958, p. 130.

-16-



Coinideration of Electron Sinks

When electron recombination is taken into account, not only the

-number deasity of the electron source, but also the number density of

the electron sink must be known. Chlorine will be assumed to be the

only effective electron sink because it is the only constituent pres-

ent in substantial amounts in the propellant that has an electron af-

finity of the order of the low ionization potential of potassium.

With the following two reactions considered, the chlorine elec-

tron sink is defined:

K' K + e (1.48a)

Cl + e- i cl (1.48b)

Tthe chemical equilibrium constants for this pair are given by

[K a (1.49a)

ICI[Cl-] = l 2 1.]b

When the bracketed quantities dearote concentrations in number per

unit volume, the equilibrium constants may be wtitten as

-17 j



3 'eI 3

= T3 2 e3 / (l.50a)

and

L

eDc

a 4( 2,,m T3/2 -KT (1.50b)
ik

where 'k is the ionization potential of potassitm and DC1 is the

electron affinity of cblorine.1 3

Defining the total quantities of the reacting elements by the

following equations:

A, -K]+ (1.51a)

and

A 2 [c] + [cf-] (1.51b)

it is possible to combine Eqs. 1.49 and 1.51 with the neutrality con-

dition,

[ej + [C] - [K+]j (1.52)

I
I

I

13 S. Glasstone, Textbook of Physical Chemist•y, Van Nostrand Company,

SNew York, 1904, p. 882.

-18-
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M M M - ý - -- .. . .. .T T Iý ,1__ ,.,T.

to torm a cubic equation in e-ectron density,

n3 + An2 +B+C (1.53)

where

n- [e11.54)

"and the coefficients are given by

A- a 1 +a2 + A2 (1.55a)

S= 41(A2 - Al + a2 ) (1.55b)

C - -0a1 2 • (1.5k)

The determined value then establishes the plasma frequency through

Eq. 1.40.

1.6 Plasma Temperature from
the Attenuation Constant

To relate the attenuation of a microwave beam in a plasma to

the temperature, consider that a plane wave normally impinges upon

a plasma region and passes through the plasma into free space as

illustrated in Fig. 1. At plane I in the figure, due to differences

in the characteristic impedances of the plasma and free space, a re-

- 19 -
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flection coefficient mey be defined in terms of the two impedances by

R - (1.56)
1 +0

where Z is the characteristic impedance of free space and Z1 is that

of the plasma. If it is assumed that the reflection coefficient is

small compared to unity, then the amplitude of the transmitted wave

an infinitesimal distance to the right of plane I will be essentially

equal to the amplitude of the free space wave. If the transmitted

amplitude of the electric field is designated as E and the Incident

wave by Eo, then the amplitude of the electric field within the plasma

is given by

. e-rE (1.57)

where z is measured to the right of the plasma boundary I. If the

assumption of a small reflection coefficient is again made at plane

II, then the electric field amplitude at plane II designated by ET

is given by

ET Eoe (1.58)

The attenuation of the transmitted wave in decibels by definition is

- 21 -



F

B A- 20 log1 0  - (1. 59a)

[or

S~-FL

A - 20 log1 0 e (1.59b)

t

In terms of the magnitude of a of Eqý 1.16,j

A 20 *L logl 0 e (1.60)

j

Substitution of Eq. 1.16 Into Eq. 1.60 yields

- 1121/2

A 2 U l e 2 W - [)4D -1 + 2 )i (1.61)
FLr

It is seen that one attenuation measurement through a specified path

length of plasma of a hnwn composition and pressure can yield the

plasma temperature.

L

-22-



II. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY

In this chapter, the relations derived in Chapter I are applied to a

specific test situation. Inasmuch as the theoretical attenuation de-

pends on the geometry of the coiabustion chamber and composition of the

propellant, the test unit will be described first. Second, a descrip-

tion will be given of the computer program that was used to solve for

the theoretical wave attenuation. Finally, the results of the analy-

sis will be presented.

2.1 The Test Unit

Figure 2 shows two photographs of the test rocket motor used in

this investigation. The inside dlimeter of the comastion chanber was

two inches while the perpendicular distance between the two quartz

windows measures 2.20 inches. Various nozzle diameters were used to

produce pressures ranging from appro-imately 80 psig for a 0.235 inch

diameter nozzle to 18 psig for a 0.3125 inch diameter.

The solid propellant used in the test motor was a variation of

ammonium perchlorate (AP) and polybutadiene acrylic acid (PBMA) bonded

with Epon 826 resin, the percentage by weight given by 82 percent, 15.3

percent, and 2.7 percent, respectively, and the variation being a sub-

stitution of potas:ium perchlorate (KClO 4 ) for some of the AP. Four

concentrations of potassium perchlorate were used; 1 percent, 2 percent,

5 percent, and 10 percent weight.

Pressure war mensured with two devices; a Kistler gauge was in-

serted into the rear of the chamnber, and a Statham gauge was connected

-23- -
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(a)

Fig. 2. Photographs of the test unit showing:
a. Nozzle asseimbiy and wave guide horn configuration.
b. Pressure transducers and attenuator assembly.
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to the port above the windows as shown in the photographs.

The microwave portion of the test unit consisted of a klystron

oscillator wave guide fed to the chamber through a 1 kHz ferrite modu-

lator. The wave guide horns and dielectric lenses used for focusing

the beam can be seen in the photograph (a). After passage through the

combusion chamber, the K-band signal was sent through a series of at-

tenuators to lower the power level for crystal detection. One attenua-

tor was a precision unit that served as a calibration reference. The

detected signal was connected to a power indicator and recorded on a

Sanborn strip recorder along with the Statham gauge pressure reading.

2.2 The Computer Program

The sol.:.-on of the plasma attenuation constant was carried out

on the Univac 110b computer at the University of Utah Computer Center.

The program listing is given in the Appendix, and it is divided into

three major parts:

1. Initialization of constants representing a specific condi-

tion of gas and electron temperature.

2. Calculation of the mean velocity terms B and D, electron

density, and attenuacion.

3. Printing the calculated attenuation and othtr pertinent

parameters of the plasma.

Initialization of Constants

The initialization section defines physical constants such as

frequency, velocity of light, etc., and then reads from the data deck

- 25 -
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the mole fraction concentrations of the important constituents of the

combustion, Values used for the representative mole fractions were

taken from a free anergy analysis of the combustion. The particular

method used was a theoretical specific impulse (ISP) computer program

furnished to the University of Utah by the United States Air Force

i Rocket Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base, California.

Given the chemical composition of the propellant and a stated combus-

I tion pressure, this program will print all the equilibrium constants

-I and chemical components of -he resulting gas. For the propellant co=-

positions and chamber pressures described earlier in this chapter, more

than ninety-eight percent of the equilibrium mass is accounted for by

six gaseous species:

1. diatomic hydrogen

2. water

3. diatomic nitrogen

4. carbon monoxide

5. carbon dioxide

6. hydrogen chloride

The mole fractions for these constituents were taken from the program

print out and constitute the values in the summation of Eq. 1.29, which

expxresion is used in the calculation of the mean velocity terms B and

D. A cable of mole fraction values that constituted the data deck is

I also given in the Appendix.

After the data are read in, the temperature is initialized at

S2000 degrees absolute. This temperature does not represent the equ.'li-

' - 26-
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3

brium temperature of the gas predicted by the free energy analysis, but

it merely serves as a starting reference temperature for attenuation

calculations. During steady-state conditions of combustion, iu can be

assumed that the electrons and gas are in thermal equilibrium, yet it

is conceivable that in a transient situation, the _Iemperature could

change from the equilibrium value and alter the attenuation. For this

reason, a range of temperatures in a neighborhood about thz equilibrium

gas temperature is used; hence, for a given gas state. a number of at-

tenuations will be calculated for a group of surrounding temperatures.

Two other chemical concentrations are read from the data deck. These

are the eiuilibrium amounts of potassium and chlorine, the assumed

source and sink of electrons, respectively.

Calculation of Attenuation Quantities

After the physical constants of the plasma have been defined, it

is necessary to calculate three quantities:

1. The mean velocity terms B and D.

2. The number density of electrons.

3. The theoretical attenuation itself.

First is the evaluation of the integrals of B and D from Eqs. 1.41 and

1.42. The integrands are continuous, positive functions, and the in-

tegrals are easily evaluated by a simple trapezoidal method.

The number density of free electrons I1 next determined frW Eq.

1.53 using a subroutine to solve for the roots of the cubic equation.

It must be stated tOiat for some outlying temperatures, the coefficients
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culations gave no positive real roots. This fact is equivalent to the

obviously nonphysical situation of assuming a temperature far away from

the equilibrium value. The relatively large amount of chlorine com-

pared to potassium rendered the cubic equation root locus sensitive to

lower than equilibrium temneratures. The occurrence of no positive

solutions was not felt important because the temperatures giving no

roots were always more than one hundred degrees from the indicated

equilibrium value.

Earl- in the experiments of this investigation, it was seen that

the assumption of no electron sinks gave predicted attenuations that

were much larger than those observed in the test motor; therefore, the

use of Saha's equation will be assumed incorrect, and the computer pro-

gram uses only the cubic expression to determine the electron density.

The Computer Print Out

Ftr an assumed gas composition and temperature range, nine plasma

quantities are printed. They are temperature in degrees absolute, gas

density in number per cubic meter, charge density in coulumbs per cubic

meter, B and D integral evaluations from Eqs. 1.41 and 1.42 in units

of inverse frequency or seconds, electron number density in number per

cubic meter, the plasma frequency as defined in Eq. 1.10 in units of

frequency or inverse seconds, and the attenuation listed in both nepers

per 'qeter and decibels loss p.!r a 2.20 inch attenuation path.

Each printed page contains a temperature range of 2000 degrees

-28-



to 3000 degrees, and a total of twenty-four pages is printed accouat-I!
ing for the four potassium perchlorate concentrations and six chamber

pressures, 120-, 100-, 30-, 60-, 40-, and 20-psia for each KCIO4 seed-

ing. From the computer print out, the theoretical results follow

directly.

2.3 Theoretical Results

From the calculated attenuations of the computer program and

the equilibrium temperatures predicted by the Air Force ISP program,

three plasma attenuation characteristics may be derived. One set of

curves represents non-equilibrium states of the plasma and is a graph

of attenuation versus temperature over a temperature range about equi-

librium. The other two graphs are for an assumed equilibrium state;

one shows attenuation versus temperature for the various compositions

of propellant, and the other shows attenuation versus pressure for

different compositions.

Figure 3 is a plot of the non-equilibrium states of the plasma

taken directly from the values printed by the attenuation program for

a KCIO, concentration of 10 percent. Figure 4 is a similar graph for

a 2 percent seeding of KCIO4 . It is seen that the predicted dttenua-

tion is a strong function of both the initial KC1O4 content and pres-

sure.

Figure 5 shows the theoreticai attenuation versus temperature

for the equilibrium condition. From the lines of constant pressure

that are shown, it is again seen that the attenuation is a strong func-
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tion of pressure. Figure 6 gives the attenuation versus equilibrium

chamber pressure. This graph is merely a modification of Fig. 5 to

show more clearly the attenuation-pressure relationships since these

quantities were used as measured parameters in the experimental tests.

The presented graphs clearly show how much attenuation is to

be expected in a K-band signal incident upon a 2.20 fnch cross sec-

tion of homogeneous plasma of assumed composition. The experimental

verification of these predictions and the conclusions of this investi-

gation are given in the following chapter.
I
I

i

I
i

I
I
A
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS X

In this chapter, experimental data are given to support the

theoretical results given in Chapter II. It will be shown that for

the equilibrium conditions of the combustion chamber assumed in the

theoretical ISP program, the measured wave attenuation of the test

rocket motor closely agrees with the predictions of Figs. 5 and 6.

Also given in this section is a brief summary of the practical con-

sequences of the results of the investigation along with some general

conclusions of the technique of using microwave methods in the analy-

sis of a combustion chamber plasma.

3.1 Experimental Verification

The test configuration has been described in Chapter II, and

only the experimental results are presented here. Figure 7 shows a

representation of Ehe strip chart recording of a typical firing of

the test motor. The basic features are obvious from an examination

of the figure. The slow shift in pressure has been attributed in some

measure to acoustic waves in the chamber; however, the experiment was

not designed to analyze such high frequency pressure phenomena, so the j
slow changes in pressure during the Surn do not enter into the present

investigation. 14

1: C. L. Oberg, "Acoustic Instability in Propellant Combustion," unpub-
lished Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Chemical Engineering, Univer-
sity of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, June 1965, p. 72.
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It is interesting rn censider the aL~enuacion versus pressure
Ii

parametrically described by the ,'-e during the burn. Such a graph

corresponding to the firing represented in Fig. 7 is given in Fig.

8, where the theoretical equilibrium attenuation versus pressure is

shown as a dashed line. It is obvious that the equilibrium predic-

tions of atzenuation do not follow actual results during initial pres-

surization and pressure termination; nevertheless, there exists a

period of time during which the measured attenuation agrees with the

theory. It will be assumed that during this interval, the combustion

gas is in an equilibrium state and that the plasma electrons are in

thermal equilibrium with the gas. It then appears proper to ascribe

the von-correlation points of Fig. 8 to a dynamic state of plasma for

which the theory does not apply. The attenuation seems to lead the

pressure rise and lag the pressure decrease at the end of the burn,

and while the measured attenuations present interesting questions per-

taining to electron temperature and gas composition during ignition

and burnout, the developed theory cannot be used to predict the micro-

wave beam interaction for these conditions; hence, it must only be

applied during the times when an equilibrium condition may be safely

assumed.

The graph of Fig. 8 shows more time of assumed equilibrium at
I

the end of the burn than at the beginning. It seems justified to ac-

count fbr a lot of the relatively long time between ignition and equi-

librium in the thermal mass and characteristics of the heavy motor

casing.
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3

Figure 9 shows experimental attenuation measurement results

for a 5 percent seeding of KC10 4 . The representation of Fig. 9 and

that of the subsequent three figures follows the foxmat of Fig. 8 in

showing the time evolution of attenuation during the burn. An abbre-

.iated form of the firing shown in Fig. 8 is seen in Fig. 9 on the

far left. Figure 10 depicts experimental data for the 5 percent seed-

ing versus equilibrium temperature. Figures 11 and 12 show experimen-
I

cal data for a 2 percent seeding of KCIO4 and correspond to Figs. 9

and 10. The four graphs clearly show a very good agreemen- with the

theoretical atteniations.

it will be noted that the presented experimental results agree

with the theoretical predictions based on the assumption that there

exists both sources and 3inks of electrons in the plasma. The assump-

tion that no electron sivks exist leads to predicted attenuations that

are ai, rder of magnitude higher than the measured resulzs. It is

then obvious that the chlorine, acting as an elec'tron sink, plays an

important role in determining the amount of attenuation in the chamn-

ber.

Thd logical conclusion ti this section is that for the stated

oronditions, the theory of Chapter II does represent an acceptable mathe-

matical model of an electromagnetic plane wave pnetrating a homogen-

eous plasma. The practical consequences of this conclusion may now bs

presented to indicate some of the uses of the theory.

"3
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3.2 Consequences of the Ver-
ification of the Theory

Using the assumption that the developed model is correct, many

relationships are seen to exist among the four quantities; attenuation,

pressure, temperature, and potassium perchlorate concentration. In

addition, some transient conditions may be analyzed under restricted

circumstances even though the periods of ignition stabilization and

burnout represent a presenLly undefined statr of plasma and cannot be

considered. The steady-state relationships ai'e considered first.

A. Steady-State Analysis

When the four quantities noted above are taken as variables, the

results show that for a plasma meeting the specified requirements, the

determination of any two of the variables will establish the value of

the other two. A brief description along with a possible application

will be given of each situaLion.

a. Given a Measured Attenuation and KClOt Concen-
tration, Find the Pressure and Temperature

This method affords a very simple way to determine the thermody-

namic state of the gas from the attenuation alone provided the KCO04 is

* closely controlled. The wave generating and measuring apparatus is the

only equipment required in this instance allowing this system to be ad-

vantageous for very high pressures where pressure is not easily meas-

ured directly. This method would be useful if:

1. A sufficient quantity of electrons could be produced at the
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2. The transmission windows could be made to withstand the

high pressure.

b. Given a Mcasured Attenuation and Pressure,
Find the Temperature and Amount of KCLO4

These conditions constituted the basis of the experimental test

unit except that the percent KCIO4 was known. Since the attenuation,

however, was found to be monotonic with respect to both pressure and I
-4KCIO4 concentration, one attenuation measurement for a given pressure

will determine both the temperature and KC1O4 in the propellant. This

choice of variables would be useful in the correlation and calibration

of other temperature measuring devices and would be helpful in the I

study of the thermal equilibrium characteristics of different combus- j

tio-a chamber configurations. A plot similar to Fig. 8 would determine

the length of time required to establish an equilibrium.

The determination of the KC1O4 concentration could be used as

a quality concrol check in the production processing of the propellant.

The attenuation can correctly indicate the Included amount of potas-

sium or any other ionizable substance, and if a studied constituent of

the composition could be made proportional to a reasonable ;.mount of

electron producing material, the attenuation measurements from the burn I

of a batch sample would indicate the amount of the studied component

present.
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Find the Pressure and KC10 Concentration

This method could be used in the absence of a pressure trans-

ducer to find the pressure for a given attenuation if the temperature

could be established using other than microwave means. The amount of

KC104 is also established, aod the utility of this information is as

listed in b; however, the difficulty in measuring the plasma tempera-

ture would seem to limit this type of system.

d. Given a Measured Pressure and Temperature,
!Find Attenuation and KCIO, Concentration

These conditions are the converse of ti.ose in a and predict the

behavior of the wave in the plasma and amount elf ionized material for

a known gas state. The prediction of wave behavior could be of Impor-

tance in designing circuits utilizing the plasma as an element, for

when the power loss in the plasma is determined, the system power level

can be optimized with respect to the rest of the system. Uhfortunately,

the assumption of a given temperature suffers the disadvantages listed

Sin c, so wave behavior is best determined in the following way which

assumes no known temperature.

e. Given a Measured Pressure and KC1O0 Concen-
Stration, Find Attenuation and Temperature

For a controlled amount of KCIO4 as in a. only the pressure is

required to determine wave behavior. The teLperature is also estab-

lished in this meth~od.
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f" Given a Measu~red Temperature and KC10 Con-

For systems in which che temperature might be more reliably

known than pressure, this method could be used to find the wave at-

tenuation and pressure where the amount of KClO4 is known.

As a summary to the possibilities Fresented, it will be seen

that there are three ways to obtain each of the four variables, each

way containing inherent practical considerations yet contributing an

avenue of solution. Of the most easily seen features of the results

is that the attenuation becomes low and flat for high pressures and

high and steep for low pressures. The system parameters must be ad-

justed to allow sufficient confidence in and measurability of the re-

sulting attenuation. In correspondence to this, the temperatures at

high pressures change by smaller amounts than at low pressures for a

given pressure shift, aid the resulting attenuation changes could pre-

sent a problem in resolution.

Another consideration liplicit in the calculation is thnL the

attenuation sharply increases as the electron density becomes great

enough to make the plasma frequency approach the incident wave fre-

quency; therefore, while four original variables were assm.med as sys-

tem parameters, the wave frequency is seen to require optimization.

B. Transient Plasma Analysis

To ascertain the usefulness of the theoretical conclusions in

the transient rPlasma cLndition, the sources of the imposed limitations
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events subsequent to the instant of ignition of the surface of the

propellant. At ignition, the surface outgases any contaminants that

may have diffused into the surface, and it thus represents a thin

layer of unique substance because of this diffusion and also because

of chemical reactions of the surface with the atmosphere.

The chamber volume at ignition is filled with room temperature

air which atmosphere then becomes mixed with increasing quantities of

combustion products until pressurization initiates nozzle flow.

The heavy chamber structure at ignition is at room temperature

and represents a considerable heat sink to the gas molecules which soon

rise to a temperature of nearly ten times room temperature.

The complexity of the three initial factors; the inhomogeneous

propellant surface, the rapidly changing chamber gas composition, and

the lerge thermal mass of the chamber; easily shows why the attenuation

measured during pressurization cannot be described by the theory. It

appears that the order of stabilization of these three factors in time

is the order given above, respectively, for three reasons:

i.- Ignition of the highly sensitive surface appears to be almost

instantaneous.

2. The pressure risp time from 10 percent to 90 percent of peak

value has exhibited time periods of the order of one second.

3. The total time taken for the measured attenuation to approach

the thcoretical value is several times the pressire rise

time.
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It can then be assumed that after ignition, the propellant first

becomes a homogeneous burning surface, then the chamber volume becomes

a homogeneous though time-changing atmosphere, and finally the thermal

mass of the case becomes a constant heat transfer medium. During the

initial stabilization of the plasma in the chamber, the attenuation

results from a series of nearly totally undefined conditions of com-

bustion, atmosphere, and temperature, and might be expected to disa-

gree with the steady case. Indeed, this is true, as Fig. 8 shows the

initial attenuation characterized by a high early peak and a greater

signal irregularity than during any other time of the burn.

Conditions at the time of propellant burnout are of a similar

complexity, and ambiguities arise from the transition of a hot, dense

gas to a stagnant pool of spent reactants and chamber residues. As

combustion terminates, the cemponents change with adherence to consid-

erations of inst -taneous nozzle-determined pressure, the rapidly cool-

ing chamber walls, and the reaction rates of the components. These con-

ditions again make it impossible to predict the attenuation, and they

explain why the attenuation quickly diverges from the theoretical re-

sult once-combustion has ceased.

The conclusion of the transient analysis limitations show that

the developed model cannot be used in the analysis of large changes of

state in the chamber; however, those fluxuations occurring whcn an equi-

librium condition is apparent, that neil:he; alter the gas composition

much nor change the temperature appreciably may be analyzed. One such

transient event allowing analysis is pressure variations and irregu-
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larities. During several experimental bunts, fragments momentarily

clogging in the nozzle caused sudden, brief, and measurable pressure

rises and corresponding instantaneous dips in attenuation. Unfortu-

nately, the apparatus was not designed with the capability of chang-

ing the chamber pressure during burn, so this feature could nor be

investigated; nevertheless, there is strong indication that this

method could be used to analyze nozzle characteristics and degrada-

tion in the absence of a pressure transducer.

Another transient analysis that could be performed on the

plasma is the time analysis of different regions throughout the cham-

ber. The periods of equilibrium could be determined as in Fig. 8 for

various cross sections in the plasma provided the beam could traverse

the path without appreciable diffraction. Such an analysis might

facilitate the design of combustion chambers by yielding information

about the thermal equilibrium time lag throughout the structure.

This brief summary of possible applications of the theory indi-

cates that the microwave diagnostic method provides powerful tools in

the evaluation of many properties of the entire system of plasma and

container. Once the parameters of beam wavelength and ionizing mate-

rial have been optimized with respect to the resolution of the measur-

ing equipment, a very critical analysis of the rocket motor system is

afforded.
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3.3. Conclusions and Contribution
of the Investigation

The fundamental conclusion of this investigation is that there

exists a useable relation between the equilibrium thermodynamic state

of a given homogeneous, combustion chamber plasma and the attenuation

of an incident plane electromagnetic wave of wavelength small with

respect to the plasma dimensions.

The consequences of this conclusion have indicated many ways in

which a microwave signal can be used to analyze and optimize the opera-

tiin of a rocket motor. The plotted results show that a change of sev-

eral degrees of temperature out of several thousand can be easily de-

tected by the incident bean; moreover, the only perturbation of the

measurement is the requirement of transmission windows in the chamber

walls and a measurable number of free electrons in the cmbustion gas.

Some of the advantages of the microwave analysis of a chaber are the

instantaneous response of the system, the ability of analysis without

other transducers, and spacial resolution in studying localized dis-

turbances in the chamber.

The basic assumptions of the method require:

1. That a plane wave propagatese through a plasa of essentially

negligible reflection coefficient.

2. That the electron collision phenomena be defined.

3. That the number of free electrons be measurable.

With respect to tl~e first requirement, a plane wave can easily be ob-

tained it proper microwave techniques are followed; the reflection co-
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efficient is no problem for a gas whose plasma frequency is love: than

the incident wave frequency. 1 5 That the second requirement can be sat-

isfied in general is evidenced by thetability of the complex collision

frequency analysis (Eq. 1.12 to produce verified results over a range

of pressure. To establish a number of free electrons in the plasma was

the reason KCIO4 was added to the propellant. This addition effectively

Sswamped the random generation of electrons, but the large amount of

chlorine had to be considered as a source of considerable electron re-

combinations. Again, the validity of the method used to determine the

number density of electrons Is shown by the verified results over a

wide range of KC104 mounts. It can therefore be concluded that the

assumptions of this technique do not in general pose a problem where

combustion plasmas are concerned.

The contribution of Whis Investigation is the manifestation of

the usefulne-ss of the incorporation of a microwave transaiesion system

into the evaluatiom of the thermodynamic properties of the combustion

plasma of a solid propellant rocket motor. The evidence indicates that

the microwave method has a definite place among the tools of rocket

* analysis.

15 G. Gal and W. Gibson, "Electromagnetic Wave Interaction Nith Cylin-

drical Plasma," IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.
AP-16, July 1968, pp. 468-475.
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4.9 READ 50# PRESP.MOTOT.MMIZNWg. .2O.MWFP2,IPWCO2.MFNLe ICO.NWKI
IF(PRESPI 7#7#51

51 K=1
PULSPRESP/14.7
MOFH2- MOWN /MOTOT
NWHI20=MWH2O/MOTOT
MOFN21414fN2/MOTOT
MOVCO2NWHMC02,MOTOT
MOFHCLIm*rKLHc~OTOT
MOFCO=MMFCO/MOTOT
ZIlUIWKIMOTOT*ZtIA
ZIICL=CL/NOTOT*Z~iA
TEWMP2*E3
C2:MOFH20OQVSII2O.P01giCL*QVSHCL
C&"NOUCO2s*aVC02
CZ-MOFCo*GCO.MOVI12t042
CN-MOFH2.OUVIf2+MOVNP*.QOVN2+MOCO*OOVCO

I IF(K-12) 69#2t2

c CALCULATE iHE INTE6.tALrV UAR13-JD
b9 BETA=ZMASS/ (2. $IIOLT7*TLMP II

R140 t K) WRES*AVOG/ (UP. 05*7 EMP sk.E6
T2-C2*RHO(K)s £SGK7 (rFTA') s3
T1:CISRHU(K)*IJETA 1
TZ:CZsRHo( K) SORT(IJVTA)
TMZCM*RhIO(K)

B1=01
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30 YzY~vy

XF(J-85) 7?0,lUO,1OU
70 vEtIOmIz %kw~y) **2

YPOLY:T2+T1*Y+TZ*Y.*P+TM*Y*.A
[)ENO)42zYPLY**2

(JZC*YPOLY*Y**b.ExPI..Y**2) /DENOM*HETA
O=C*W*OETA*Y..6*rXI I -Y*#2 /IJENOI4,BETA

Df=D 5. X3LH) *DY
0DtM.5*(DL+o)*DY

6O To 3ý
IEJU C13(K)=ij.

c W(3K)zDl
r C DTE~Rn1xuE THE. IONIZATION AND PLAMA FRt.OUEIJCYZEXPK:EXP(-ZCFIAHG*EV/(IJOLTZ*TEMP))

ZEXPCL=EXP(-ZCHAHO.3.78/IBQILTZ.TEMP))
ZTLMP-TLNP*Sgi(T ( TEMP)
ZCOIIST-(SORT(2osPzsQ.IU83:L;A8o44)/b*62517)..3*.1E21

ALPHA2=4.*ZCQNST*ZTFM*.ZEXPCI.4l E..20

A2:ZtICL*I.E-20
P-- CMP'LXc ALPHAI.ALP4A?4 £2, ti *

R; CMI1.Xc-ALPHA1*AL.Jl.A2*AI#0*0)
CALL CUtlUC(P#Q#RYCIHIEj
DO 500 LLI.13
LZZLL
I.4ftEALiYCUfiE(LZ))) h0upbuupsv2

99t FONMT:IJUE ti SOLUTfotiS ARk. FOUND FOR~ A 7E14PERATURE OF toF6.1//;

RHO(K):'J4
WPIK)=0.

ATT!101SK):0

60 TO 37
502 RIIOE(K)SREAL(YCUHE(I 7) .I.L2n*ZC'4£uGC X(K) IS NIE NJRIiER OF14SITY OF ELECTRONS

X(K)zREALYCUIJE(LZ) )*I.E2u
Zl&E:RH0L (K)
WPSO =ZIJEs1. 602/9. 1 0 83s3b. *fI 1. E21C WPCK) IS THE PLASMA FREOUENCY
WP(K)=SORT(AIeS(WPSV))
T(K)ZTE,4P

C US116 [it 0o bWPt AND Tt.MP, CAt.CULATE Ttrr ATTENUATION

TEItM2=SORTI TEHiMl*t2. fWPSi3/WSO.Wi88[( K)) **2)C ATT14(k) IS IN IIEPEICS/METER
IF(TERMI+TERM2) b05t5Iu#b1I)
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:: NE~iV FO itK TtEqPLiHAluH OF

ATTX~~I(K2.*~4Q8t.4-*.0A~(K)=

60 TO 37

F'tIT (T1B(K)=RO(20HJ.l(J34248* DL'(J).X0*TT(J),PJ)ATJ3TND
37T(K) #JZI 11

GO TO Id

2o PRIMAT(F1,REF8PR~.b
PRI 4O~T1X'ACLTUA~NIIQNPPMTR O .51'PI
PID F4l'i PEC5 OASV PfC4OAE/

6U FOHMAT{IHe71E1..EI..1O3/

5U FOR CUBIC~d8*b

1COt4.LfX PEORCENT POASSIUM PERC11,T CUBIC /
4DOMATW(-O~tEMbIt GAC tat C1AR/ECUBICV D

A:/3 O-PGATOW4 CUBI 6LCR~s PAM v

WI~ . CUBI CUBI
SUBROUTINE3 3.BC(o.2 t CUBIC 12

2 Z14-B-TII OSLEACBCEU~ CUBIC 13

41COMPLEX PCizRoY(3)AL(,b)),u.O71 CUBIC 15
GOI TO b 5U.b6~4U) CUBIC 16

6 O 7 l':,3 CUBIC 18
A=0/3.0-PO**2P CUBI1C 19

7ZI~Zl3 CUBIC 20

ZIZ-BTU CUBIC 2!

GO TO CUBIC 16
5~ XQT Ct~I CUBIC 1

6 DO 7K~lr3 U-IC7-

I()Z-/1POCBC1



COwidtSTLOIJ P'L ASMA COMPOSITION DATA

- ---------- -----

lo.u PERCEIIT KCLG4 BY WEIGHiT

CIAMIAEH TOTAL MGLES UrLLS MOL Eli MOLEci MOLES MOLES MOLES MnL ES
PRESSI'VE MOLL$ OF OF Of OF OF OF OF OF

PFSIA 6AS W? IO Ii2 COP HCL Co K CL

L1u. 4.227 *blJUli 1.30R1 .359U7 .30591 .67232 .91438 .0500b .01709

IUU. 4.229 blib16b .. 30Ui77 39%9ub .30395 .67110 .91435 .00005 01l31

8 Uo. 4232 .61137 1.29 94 u .35903 .3u6u3 .66951 .9142e .90006 .01990

bue 4.235 .61231 1.o9754 .35.99 .30616 .66733 os1415 .OG006 .02209

4 0. 4•.2 .61367 1.29472 .3SO9l5 .30642 .66398 .91391 ovo•OO8 .02546

2u. 4.251 .61u19 1.78934 .3588b .307U2 .65751 .9!333 .0001 .03195

2,U PEHCE1IT KCLO4 flY WE•I¢IT 4
----ee ee T-TAL ------- eeSe e e e eEeeeeeeeeeeS

CHAMILR TOTAL MOLES ROLES ,4ULES 4OLES MOLES MCýLES MOLES MOLES
PRESSURE MOLES OF OF UF OF OF OF OF OF

PSIA GAS 112 lizO 142 COP HCL CO CL

12u. 4.2u9 oof753 •.29ý,3b .3:.182 .3,.717 .b6403 .913t8 .00010 .01697

IUU. 4.211 .oUz29 1.294P9 .3548u .3u716 .s6282 .91314 .00011 .01818

08u. £.o213 .oObO0 j.29293 .3b477 .3u7 24 -b6125 .91307 .00012 .01976

u6u, 4,217 .0U593 1.2 9 1o7 .3,474 ,3U 7 37 .b5909 .91295 .00013 .02193

u4u. 4,222 .o0720 1.2882- .3b469 .3u762 .65577 .9:271 .00C15 .02527

u2u. 4.232 .b0979 t.28207 .35461 .3u.l22 .64937 .91214 .00020 .03172
---•- ------ ---------------- ------eee
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COMBUSTION PLASMA COMPOSITION DATA CONT.

5.0 PERCENT KCLO4 BY WEIGHT

CHAMBER TOTAL MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES
PRESSURE MOLES OF OF OF OF OF OF OF OF

PSIA GAS H2 H20 N2 C02 HCL CO K CL

12u. 4slb4 .58472 1.27582 .34205 .31033 .63917 .90946 f• 325 .0166

lou. 4.1*b .68527 1.2747b .34203 .31087 .63799 .90943 .00027 .01779

usu. 4;1!8 .b859b 1.27341 .3420U .31094 .b3648 .90936 .00033 .01933

u6U. 4.161 .58687 1.27156 .34197 *31107 -63438 .90925 o00033 .02146

u4u. 4.1i7 .58020 1.26875 .34192 .31131 .f3j17 *90902 *00039 .02473

U2u. 4.177 .59U65 1.2b337 .34184 .31189 .62998 .90846 .00050 .03102

10.0 PERCErVT KCLO4 BY WEIGHT *

CHAMBER TOTAL MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES MOLES
PRESSURE MOLES OF OF OF OF OF OF OF OF

tSIA OAS H2 H20 U12 C02 HCL CO K CL

120. 4.002 .55333 1.24294 .32077 .31732 .59779 .90297 .00052 .01598
100. 4.0�4 .5538 ,.241O9 .32*75 .31736 .59668 .90295 .00066 .01712

080. 4.obb .55453 i.240b4 .32073 .'2173 .59525 .90289 .00061 .01861

u6u. 4.Ota9 .55b40 1.238 7 u .32069 ,31754 .59327 .90278 .00069 .02065

u4u. 4.076 .b5•b8 1.235 9 u .32064 .31777 .59023 .90256 .00080 .02379

v2u. 4.085 *559u6 1.230!4 .32056 .31831 .58440 .90204 .00104 .02983
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The analysis of a plane wave propagating through a homogeneous plasma region of
dimensions large compared to the signal wavelength has showlt that the wave attenuatiot
can be related to Physical parameters nf the plasma such as electron density,
temperadre, and pressure. In this report, the plasma in the combustion chamber of a
small solid propellant rocket motor is used to investigate the feasbility of
determining the temperature of the plasma by using microwave attenuation data.
Potassium perchlorate is substituted for some of the ammonium perchlorate ir the
propellant to give an electron density that produces an easily measurable :ctenuation
T"e theoretical results show that for a known propellant composition and potassium
perchlorate concentration, both the plasma temperature and chamber pressure at

Sequilibrium may be found from one attenuation measurement. Also, for a known thermo-

dynamic state of the plasma, the electron density may be found from the attenuation
data. The method of microwave analysis ii shown to be very useful in the study of

> transient phenomena in that no transducers are required; hence, the time response
Y of the measurement is limited only by the microwave detection circuitry. This

technique may be used to study localized distr~ibances within the plasma region.
Experim ital data are presented to support the theory for an arnonium perchlorate- •-
polybu dience acrylic aciu propellant which was burned at chamber pres,:ures between

20 and 80 psia corresponding to a temperature range of 25500 K to 26000 K. The data
show that temperature changes of less than ten degrees can easily be detected by

Smicrowave attenuation measurements when the propellant is seeded with 2-10 percent
Spotassium perchlorate. Seeding otherprovellants with alkali metal compounds is expec d
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to yield comparable results ever the combustion
range in temperature and pressure of the other pr pella ts.I
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